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Lord. at least half of our effort Lruat go not siiiply toward 'onveying cear ideas but

toward making an impression. Toward roahing people's feelings reaching their emotions,

reaching their hearts caking things real to their. In the course of the last 3 or Li

yra. I looked over various pictures of y childhood. pictures of various Stages of

life, pictures of people I had known and I erijoyf.d I o&:ing at them. They brought back

interesting memories to me. But for some reason when a small selection of those pictures

were thrown on the screen on Marh 2 it madH mny tines the effect of bringing back

memories and making m& feel a longing to knnw more about same whom I had known we 1 in

past years anc not as-an for a long times or who had perhaps gone to their reward than

the small pictures did. I don't know w'r that ffect was so, but it is true that some

thing in the way of an objct if ,r e picture an he'.p tremenously in getting thoughts

across and in making an impression. A per'ion is apt t feel in connection with the work

of a church that with all f the varied epenaive things that people can

see on a TV or in a theater or other place of exhibit, the wonderful. pictures that

are available made by great experts that it's rather silly to show the amatureh hides

that we take curelvcn. And yt it is amaing how it attr.icts pople. Just a picture,

a few pictures shown of some place you've been or something you!ve seen or some place

they are interested in. It attracs people. It holds their interest. And so these spies

were not rely to look at what was there and bring back word but bring ha?-k actual

samples and when they ccrried those large branches coverad with greet clusters of grapes

the eight of them conveyed an i'rpresion to the rieople far bynd ny words could have

done. And so they were zianded in the order of the mission given to bring things
these

back arid then we read when they care Sak how they brought t(t7 back. Now we go on to

C. The Expedition. Ei this lust have been a very interesting experience. Here was

a land divided up into small areas which were rather independent. all more or lees

nominally subject to Fgyptian control, but aetu ly quite independent and often fighting

with one another. And %$ they oic not know i";hether they would receive a friendly reception

or whether they wild be treated with hostility. They didn't know what dangers they
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